The Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM) is an autonomous research organization fully funded by Ministry of Earth Sciences, New Delhi. It is a premier Institute of national and international repute, devoted to research in various aspects of atmospheric sciences with emphasis on tropical meteorology, particularly on the Climate Change and Indian Monsoon.

It is proposed to recruit for the following posts under various projects at IITM as detailed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr No.</th>
<th>Name of the post</th>
<th>Emoluments</th>
<th>No. of Posts</th>
<th>Max. Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>Rs.1,31,100/- + HRA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Project Scientist E</td>
<td>Rs.1,23,100/- + HRA</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>50 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Project Scientist D</td>
<td>Rs. 78,000/- + HRA</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>45 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Project Scientist C</td>
<td>Rs. 67,000/- + HRA</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>40 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Project Scientist B</td>
<td>Rs. 56,000/- + HRA</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>35 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Computer Application Support Scientist</td>
<td>Rs.75,000/- (Consolidated salary)</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>28 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The appointment is purely on temporary on contractual basis initially for a period upto 31st December 2020 or completion of project whichever is earlier. Extension of tenure is coterminous with the project period and subject to the satisfactory performance.
Upper age limit is relaxed for SC/ST, OBC, Physical handicapped/ Ex-servicemen as per Government of India norms.

Aspiring candidates may submit their applications along with their CV online only: http://www.tropmet.res.in/Careers

Facility for submitting online applications will commence on 3rd March, 2020 (17:00 hours) and close on 29th March, 2020 (17.00 hrs).

INSTRUCTIONS

1. The last date of submission of online application is 29.03.2020. The last date is the cut off date for all purposes including age/qualification/experience etc.
2. Only Indian Nationals are eligible to apply.
3. Mere possession of required qualification will not entitle the candidates to be selected for interview.
   If the number of applications received in response to advertisement is large, it will not be convenient or possible for the selection Board to interview or conduct written test for all those candidates. So, the centre may restrict the number of candidates to be called for interview/ written test to a reasonable limit of desirable qualification and/or on the record of academic performance and/or relevant experience for the post prescribed in the advertisement as per the specific requirement of the centre and/or any other benchmark decided by a committee constituted to screen the applications. No correspondence will be entertained with candidates who are not called for Interview/written examination.
4. Experience shall mean the experience in the relevant field acquired from Government/ Semi Govt. / PSU/ Autonomous/ Research/ Reputed Organization after obtaining the minimum educational qualification asked for in the said category. Experience claim should be supported by valid documentation.
5. The selection will be on the basis of performance of the screened in candidates, in the interview.
6. Candidates must produce all original documents as proof of details furnished in the application and photocopy of each, at the time of interview for verification. Any discrepancies found in the certificate will attract the disqualification of applications. Non production of the original certificates at the time of interview/ written test will also make the candidate disqualified.
7. Selected candidate may have to join the post immediately, on being found fit by Medical Authority.
8. Essential qualification, experience and age limit can be relaxed at the discretion of the appointing authority in exceptional cases.
9. Director, IITM reserves the right to fill-up or not to fill up the post advertised without assigning any reasons thereof.
10. Doctorate Degree will count as 3 years of experience
11. M.Tech. degree will be counted as 1 year experience
12. No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview/written examination. For SC/ST candidates admissible TA/DA shall be considered as per Government of India orders.
13. CGPA grading is to be converted in the percentage.
14. Total number of posts may vary.
| Post Code-HPC-2020-001  
Post Name – Project Scientist-E (For High Performance Computing Program)  
No. of posts - 02.  
Essential qualification:  
* Master's degree in Physics / Mathematics / Oceanography / Atmospheric Sciences / Meteorology / Computer Applications / Computer Engineering / Computer Technology / Computer Science / Information Technology with at least 60% (or equivalent CGPA) from recognized University / Institute.  
  
  * Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Technology in Computer Applications / Computer Engineering / Computer Technology / Computer Science / Information Technology/Electronics and Telecommunication/Mechatronics/Mechanical Engineering with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.  
  
  * Minimum 11 years of working experience in High performance computational and associated relevant field.  
  
Desirable Qualification  
* Ph.D. in the above subjects would be a desirable qualification.  
* Experience in application of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence is desirable.  
* Working experience in parallel numerical methods and algorithms, discretization of differential equations and domain decomposition is an added advantage.  
* Experience in model development is desirable.  
* Good experience of GPU programming (GPU + CPU) is desirable.  
* Experience in any of Coupled Ocean-Atmospheric Models, Earth System Models, Climate Data Analysis, Cloud Physics, Cloud-Aerosol interaction observations and modeling, Asian Monsoons, Hydrological modeling and Data Assimilation.  
* Strong experience in Earth System Modeling  
* Experience in using Programming languages (such as FORTRAN-90, IDL, NCL, CDO, C/C++ etc.)  
* Strong command in Parallel programming  
* Handling of large volume of satellite data like Net CDF, HDF, GRIB etc.  
* Deployment and Management of HPC and its associated components.  
  
Job Responsibilities  
Selected candidates are expected to  
* Work toward Research & Development activities in the area related to HPC.  
* Machine learning and Artificial Intelligence.  
* Management activities of HPC system at MoES.
Post Code - HPC-2020-002  
Post Name - Project Scientist – D (For High Performance Computing Program) No. of posts - 05.  

**Essential Qualification:**

- Master's degree in Physics / Mathematics/Oceanography / Atmospheric Sciences / Meteorology / Seismology / Computer Applications / Computer Engineering / Computer Technology / Computer Science / Information Technology with at least 60% (or equivalent CGPA) from recognized University / Institute.

  or

- Bachelor's degree in Engineering or Technology in Computer Applications / Computer Engineering / Computer Technology / Computer Science / Information Technology/Electronics and Telecommunication/Mechatronics/Mechanical Engineering with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.


**Desirable Qualification:**

- Experience is development of system software's, tools and applications used in high performance computing environment would be desirable.

- Proven Experience and certifications in HPC Systems platforms like parallel file system, job scheduler, HSM, linux cluster-environments and managements tools is desirable.

- Experience in Python along with libraries like Tensorflow, Pytorch etc.

- Experience in GPU programming.

- Experience in using Programming languages (like FORTRAN-90, C/C++ etc.), Shell scripting; Meteorological data analysis tools (like GrADS, FERRET, NCL, NCO, CDO etc.)

- Handling of large volume of data and conversant with data format like NetCDF, HDF, GRIB etc.

- Proven experience in application of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence is highly desirable.

- Working experience in parallel numerical methods and algorithms, discretization of differential equations and domain decomposition is an added advantage.

- Experience in model development is desirable.

- Ability to work in large groups.

- Knowledge of HPC Systems Administration would be an added advantage.

**Job Responsibilities:**

The selected candidate will be responsible to work in Maintenance, development and troubleshooting of HPC systems and its associated applications related issues of earth science system including AI/ML models.
**Post Code - HPC-2020-003**  
**Post Name - Project Scientist – B (For High Performance Computing Program) No. of posts - 01.**

**Essential Qualification:**
- Master’s degree in Physics / Mathematics / Oceanography / Atmospheric Sciences / Meteorology / Seismology / Computer Applications / Computer Engineering / Computer Technology / Computer Science / Information Technology with at least 60% (or equivalent CGPA) from recognized University / Institute.

  or

- Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Technology in Computer Applications / Computer Engineering / Computer Technology / Computer Science / Information Technology/Electronics and Telecommunication/Mechatronics/Mechanical Engineering with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.

**Desirable Qualification:**
- A minimum of 02 years of Post qualification working experience in High Performance Computing Systems, technologies and its related software’s/ applications.
- Experience is development of system software’s, tools and applications used in high performance computing environment would be desirable.
- Experience in system and servers administration particularly in linux environment.
- Experience is management of system/servers software various tools and applications.
- Proven Experience and certifications particularly in linux, networking, storage, cluster-environments and managements tools is desirable.
- Ability to work in large groups.
- Good experience in Python.
- Experience in machine learning is desirable
- Experience in using Programming languages (like FORTRAN-90, C/C++ etc.), Shell scripting;
- Meteorological data analysis tools (like GrADS, FERRET, NCL, NCO, CDO etc.)
- Knowledge of HPC Systems Administration would be an added advantage

**Job Responsibilities:**
To work in development and support of various HPC related issues.

---

**Post Code – NFAR- 2020-001**  
**Post Name - Project Scientist –B (For NFAR) No. of posts – 02.**

**Essential Qualification:**
- Master’s Degree with at least 60% of marks in Physics/ Atmospheric Sciences/Meteorology/ from a recognized university/institute.

  or

- Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Technology in the above mentioned subject with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.

**Desirable Qualification:**
- Research experience in aerosols, clouds, radiation and their interactions with Indian monsoons.
- Experience in handling ground instruments such as Radiometers, Sky Imager, Solar Radiation sensors, their calibrations and retrieval techniques for aerosol and cloud properties.
- Research experience in airborne and satellite data analysis.
- Working experience in meteorological data analysis tools (like MatLab, Python, GrADS, NCL, etc.).
- Basic knowledge in aerosol chemistry models (like WRF-Chem).
- Candidate should be ready to work in field campaigns anywhere in India.

**Job Responsibilities:**
The selected candidate will take part in field campaigns, responsible for processing and analysis of Ground-based, Satellite and Airborne data and model outputs, also development of retrieval algorithms/codes.
### Post Name - Project Scientist – D (For MM- II Project)

**No. of posts – 02**
- 01 post – For Model development & Parameterization
- 01 post – For Application Development for Agriculture

**Essential Qualification:**
- Master's degree in Meteorology/ Oceanography / Geophysics (Meteorology) / Atmospheric Sciences /Physics/ Mathematics/Agriculture with at least 60% (or equivalent CGPA) from recognized University / Institute.

  or

  Bachelor's degree in Engineering or Technology in the above mentioned subject with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.

- Minimum 7 years of experience in Research and Development in the relevant field.

**Desirable Qualification:**
- Ph.D. in the above subjects would be a desirable qualification.
- Working knowledge of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Coupled General Circulation Models and issues related to porting, installation and troubleshooting of dynamical models in HPC. The experience should be demonstrated through scientific reports/publications.
- Knowledge of parallel computing and porting general circulation models on the high performance computer architectures.
- Experience in using Programming languages (like FORTRAN-90, C/C++ etc.), Shell scripting is needed. Ability to write and prepare model code using programe language and shell scripts.
- Meteorological data analysis tools (like GrADS, FERRET, NCL, NCO, CDO etc.)
- Handling of large volume of data and conversant with data format like NetCDF, HDF, GRIB, GrADS etc.
- Ability to work in large groups.
- Knowledge of UNIX/LINUX Systems Administration would be an added advantage.
- Good written and oral communication skills.

**Job Responsibilities:**
- The selected candidate will be responsible for handling the model codes, its debugging, parameterization of process in the coupled models etc. for prediction purpose.
- The selected candidate will be responsible for developing climate applications in the field of agriculture using short range to long range forecast including sub seasonal forecast from coupled models.

### Post Code – NMM-2020-002

**Post Name - Project Scientist –C (For Model Diagnostics)**

**No. of posts - 01.

**Essential Qualification:**
- Master's degree in Electronics/ Physics/ Mathematics/ Meteorology/ Oceanography /Atmospheric Sciences or equivalent with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.

  or

  Bachelor's degree in Engineering or Technology in the above mentioned subject with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.

- Minimum 3 years of experience in Research and Development in the relevant field.

**Desirable Qualification:**
- Ph.D. in any of the above subjects would be a desirable qualification.
- A good knowledge in climate system and coupled models for prediction. The experience should be demonstrated through scientific reports/publications.
- Experience in using Programming languages (like FORTRAN-90, C/C++ etc.), Shell scripting and meteorological data analysis tools like (like GrADS, FERRET, NCL, NCO, CDO etc.)
- Handling of large volume of data and conversant with data format like NetCDF, HDF, GRIB, GrADS etc.
- Ability to work with large groups.
- Knowledge of UNIX/LINUX System Administration would be an added advantage. Good written and oral communication skills.

**Job Responsibilities:**
- The selected candidate will be responsible for analyzing the model outputs and diagnosing the errors and model performances.
### Post Code – NMM- 2020-003
**Post Name - Computer Application Supporting Scientist (For MM-II Project) No. of posts - 01**

**Essential Qualification:**
- Master’s degree in computer applications (MCA)/ B.E. / B. Tech (computer Science)/IT with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.
- A minimum of 3 year in field of IT/Computer/Science and similar field
- Adequate knowledge of webpage designing, data uploading, porting software etc.

**Desirable Qualification:**
- Working knowledge in Atmospheric, Oceanic and coupled general circulation models and issue related to porting, installation and troubleshooting of dynamical models in HPC.
- Experience in using programming languages (like FORTRAN-90, C/C++ etc); Shell scripting is needed. Ability to write and prepare model code using program language and shell scripts.
- Knowledge of parallel computing and porting general circulation models on the high performance computer architectures.
- Handling of large volume of data and conversant with data format like NetCDF, HDF, GRIB, GrADS etc.
- Ability to work in large groups.
- Knowledge of UNIX/LINUX System Administration would be an added advantage.

**Job Responsibilities:**
The selected candidate will be responsible for development of webpage for monsoon mission and supporting to dismantle the applications developed by the mission.

### Post Code – CAIPEEX-2020-001
**Post Name - Project Scientist –B (For CAIPEEX) for radar operations No. of posts – 01.**

**Essential Qualification:**
- Masters Degree with at least 60% of marks in Physics/ Atmospheric Sciences from a recognized university/institute.
  
  or
  
  Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Technology in Electronics / Electronics and Telecommunication with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.

**Desirable Qualification:**
BE/BTech /Masters degree with minimum 2 years’ experience for meteorological field campaign /radar meteorological data and operation of radar, especially experience with dual polarimetric radar observations. Demonstrated experience with radar operations, TITAN or other product development and analysis tools, etc.

**Job Responsibilities:**
Radar Engineer (Electronics and instrumentation) to operate and maintain the C-band radar onsite in Solapur and ensure continuous operation and also involve in radar data analysis and generating radar products. In addition, the selected candidate is required to participate in field campaign, Contribute to the radar calibration, data collection, upkeep and analysis of data.
Post Code – CAIPEEX-2020 -002
Post Name - Project Scientist –B (For CAIPEEX) for Aerosol observational studies for aerosol-cloud interaction studies  No. of posts – 01.

Essential Qualification:
- Masters Degree with at least 60% of marks in Physics/ Chemistry/ Atmospheric Sciences/Meteorology/ from a recognized university/institute.
  or
  Bachelor's degree in Engineering or Technology in Electronics / Electronics and Telecommunication with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.

Desirable Qualification:
Minimum 2 years’ experience in aerosol physical and chemical characterization studies in combination with other observations.

Job Responsibilities:
Participate in field campaign and contribute to the data collection, calibration, upkeep and analysis of data.

Post Code – CAIPEEX-2020 -003
Post Name - Project Scientist –B (For CAIPEEX) for Aircraft data analysis to support development of the cloud seeding protocol using explicit modelling techniques No. of posts – 01.

Essential Qualification:
- Masters Degree with at least 60% of marks in Physics/ Chemistry/ Atmospheric Sciences/Meteorology/ from a recognized university/institute.
  or
  Bachelor's degree in Engineering or Technology in Electronics / Electronics and Telecommunication with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.

Desirable Qualification:
Minimum 2 years’ experience, knowledge of cloud microphysics for analysing cloud physics observations from airborne campaigns. Numerical modelling experience with explicit simulations such as bin microphysics will be advantageous.

Job Responsibilities:
To carry out analysis of aircraft data, in combination with radar observations and explicit simulations to derive protocols for weather modification aspects.
Participate in field campaign and contribute to the data collection, calibration, upkeep and analysis of data, as per requirement.
**Post Code- DESK-2020-001**
**Post Name – Project Scientist-C (1 post) for Decadal Climate Variability and Predictability**

**Essential Qualification**
- A Master’s degree or equivalent in Atmospheric Sciences/Meteorology/Oceanography/Physics/Mathematics/Geophysics with Meteorology as Specialization/Earth System Sciences from a recognized university/institution with at least 60% marks at Post Graduation

OR

Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Technology with minimum 60% marks from a recognized university or equivalent
- A minimum of 3 years of experience in Research and Development in any of the following such as coupled ocean-atmospheric modeling, ocean modeling, atmospheric modeling, sea ice modeling, climate data analysis and interpretation as evidenced by publications.

**Desirable Qualification**
- Teaching Experience in relevant filed of ocean/atmospheric sciences
- PhD in Atmospheric/Meteorology/Oceanography or equivalent
- M.Tech in Atmospheric Sciences or Physical Oceanography
- Good track record of peer reviewed publications in high impact journals
- Working knowledge in Coupled Ocean-Atmospheric Models (CGCMs), OGCMs, AGCMs etc.
- Experience in programming language (such as FORTRAN, MATLAB, CDO, NCL etc.)
- Handling large volume of data and conversant with data format like NetCDF, HDF, GRIB etc.

**Job responsibility**
- Selected candidates are expected to engage in teaching activities of Training program under DESK in addition to the R&D in relevant scientific groups in line with the essential qualifications mentioned.

---

**Post Code- DESK-2020-002**
**Post Name – Project Scientist-C (1 post) for Short Term Climate Variability, Predictability and Applications**

**Essential Qualification**
- Master’s Degree or equivalent in (Physics/Atmospheric Sciences/Meteorology/RS-GIS/Statistics/Computer Applications/Applied Mathematics) from recognized University/Institution with at least 60% marks

OR

Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Technology with minimum 60% marks from a recognized university or equivalent
- A minimum three years’ experience in Research and Development in the field of climate variability and teleconnections, Monsoon research; analysis of climate model outputs etc as evidenced by published research.

**Desirable Qualifications:**
- M.Tech (Atmospheric Science/Climate Science) with 60% marks or Ph.D. in Atmospheric Science / Statistics.
- Research Experience supported by publications in good impact journals would be an added advantage.
- Knowledge of operating systems like LINUX and WINDOWS, Expertise in R &/ PYTHON and analysis and visualization softwares like xmgrace, GrADS, MATLAB, CDO, NCL etc.
- Experience in handling large volume of climate model outputs; data formats like NetCDF, HDF and meteorological data, Knowledge of simple statistical tools.

**Job Responsibilities**
- Analysis of observed data and model outputs; Extraction and analysis of high resolution regional climate models, statistical downscaling
- Selected candidates are expected to engage in teaching activities of Training program under DESK in addition to the R&D in relevant scientific groups in line with the essential qualifications mentioned.
### Post Code- DESK-2020-003
**Post Name – Project Scientist-C (1 post) for Ocean Biogeochemistry and Carbon Cycle modeling and analysis.**

**Essential Qualification**
- A Master’s degree or equivalent in Atmospheric Sciences/Meteorology/Oceanography/Physics/Mathematics/Geophysics with Meteorology as Specialization/Earth System Sciences from a recognized university/institution with at least 60% marks at Post Graduation

  **OR**
  - Bachelor's degree in Engineering or Technology with minimum 60% marks from a recognized university or equivalent

- A minimum of 3 years of experience in Research and Development in ocean-biogeochemistry modeling and data analysis, inverse modeling, terrestrial carbon cycle and climate data analysis-interpretation as evidenced by publications.

**Desirable qualification**
- Teaching Experience in relevant filed of ocean/atmospheric sciences
- PhD in Atmospheric/Meteorology/Oceanography or equivalent
- M.Tech in Atmospheric Sciences or Physical Oceanography
- Good track record of peer reviewed publications in high impact journals
- Working knowledge in Biogeochemistry Ocean Models, Terrestrial Biospheric Carbon Cycle models
- Experience in programming language (such as FORTRAN, MATLAB, CDO, NCL etc.)
- Handling large volume of data and conversant with data format like NetCDF, HDF, GRIB etc.

**Job responsibility**
- Selected candidates are expected to engage in teaching activities of Training program under DESK in addition to the R&D in relevant scientific groups in line with the essential qualifications mentioned.

---

### Post Code- DESK-2020-004
**Post Name – Project Scientist-D (2 posts)**

**Essential qualification:**
- A Master’s degree or equivalent in Atmospheric Sciences/Meteorology/Oceanography/Physics/Mathematics/Geophysics with Meteorology as Specialization/Earth System Sciences from a recognized university/institution with at least 60% marks at Post Graduation

  **OR**
  - Bachelor's degree in Engineering or Technology with minimum 60% marks from a recognized university or equivalent

- Minimum 7 year experience in Research and Development in Atmospheric/Oceanic/Earth System Sciences relevant to observations/modeling/climate data analysis/weather and climate policy

**Desirable Qualification**
- M.Tech in Atmospheric Sciences/Climate Science/Earth System Science and Technology with at least 60% marks from recognized university/Institute.
- 7 years experience after Master’s degree
- Proven experience in teaching at Master’s level in the fields/subjects mentioned in the essential qualifications.
- Good track record of peer reviewed publications in high impact journals
- Experience in Coupled Ocean-Atmospheric Models, Earth System Models
- Experience in Climate Data Analysis
- Experience in Cloud Physics, Cloud-Aerosol interaction observations and modeling
- Experience in Asian Monsoons, Hydrological modeling and Data Assimilation
- Experience in Weather and climate risk assessments, weather and climate impact assessment, experience in dissemination of policy relevant climate information
• Experience in using Programming languages (such as FORTRAN-90, IDL, NCL, CDO, C/C++ etc.)
• Strong command in Parallel programming
• Handling of large volume of satellite data like Net CDF, HDF, GRIB etc.

Job Responsibilities
• Selected candidates are expected to engage in teaching activities of Training program under DESK in addition to the R&D in relevant scientific group in line with the essential qualifications mentioned.

Post Code- DESK-2020-005
Post Name – Project Scientist-E (2 posts)

Essential qualification:
• A Master's degree or equivalent in Atmospheric Sciences/Meteorology/Oceanography/Physics/Mathematics/Geophysics with Meteorology as Specialization/Earth System Sciences from a recognized university/institution with at least 60% marks at Post Graduation OR M.Tech in Atmospheric Sciences/Climate Science/Earth System Science and Technology with at least 60% marks from recognized university/Institute
• Minimum 11 year experience (11 years after Master’s degree ) in Atmospheric/Oceanic/Earth System Sciences relevant to modeling and climate data analysis

Desirable Qualification
• PhD in Atmospheric/Oceanic/Meteorology/Earth System Sciences from a recognized university/Institute.
• Proven experience in teaching at Master’s level in the fields/subjects mentioned in the essential qualifications as well as guiding students at M.Sc/M.Tech levels.
• Experience in any of Coupled Ocean-Atmospheric Models, Earth System Models, Climate Data Analysis, Cloud Physics, Cloud-Aerosol interaction observations and modeling, Asian Monsoons, Hydrological modeling and Data Assimilation.
• Strong experience in Earth System Modeling
• Experience in using Programming languages (such as FORTRAN-90, IDL, NCL, CDO, C/C++ etc.)
• Strong command in Parallel programming
• Handling of large volume of satellite data like Net CDF, HDF, GRIB etc.

Job Responsibilities
• Selected candidates are expected to engage in teaching activities of Training program under DESK in addition to the R&D in relevant scientific group in line with the essential qualifications mentioned.

Post Code- DESK-2020-006
Post Name – Executive Director (1 post) (on Contract)

Essential qualification:
• A Master's degree or equivalent in Atmospheric Sciences/Meteorology/Oceanography/Physics/Mathematics/Geophysics with Meteorology as Specialization/Earth System Sciences from a recognized university/institution with at least 60% marks at Post Graduation OR M.Tech in Atmospheric Sciences/Climate Science/Earth System Science and Technology with at least 60% marks from recognized university/Institute
• PhD in Atmospheric/Oceanic/Meteorology/Earth System Sciences from a recognized university/Institute.
• Minimum 16 year experience (16 years after Master's degree in which 9 years after PhD) in teaching (at graduation or post graduation level), research and development, administration, planning supervision or training etc. in the specified field.

Desirable Qualification
• Proven experience in teaching at Master's level in the fields/subjects mentioned in the essential qualifications as well as guiding students at M.Sc/M.Tech/PhD levels.
• Experience in policy making, planning or management etc. related to Atmospheric/Oceanic/Earth Sciences.
Job Responsibilities
- Selected candidate is expected to engage in coordinating the teaching and training activities of DESK program.

Post Code – ART-CI-2020-001
Post Name – Project Scientist D (For ART-CI Project) Posting at Silkheda, Sehore (50 km from Bhopal)  No. of posts – 01

Essential Qualification:
- Master’s degree in Meteorology/ Atmospheric Sciences /Physics/ Electronics with at least 60% (or equivalent CGPA) from recognized University / Institute.
- Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Technology in Electronics/ Electronics and Telecommunication, Instrumentation with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.
- Minimum 7 years of experience in Research and Development in radar technology or radar remote sensing and its applications to atmospheric studies as evidenced by publications in the above field.

Desirable Qualification:
- Demonstrated experience in operation, maintenance, calibration and troubleshoot of Doppler weather radars / wind profilers and its utilization in atmospheric studies.
- Experience in radar signal processing, development of radar modules
- Ph.D. in the above subjects mentioned in essential qualification would be desirable.
- Experience in handling voluminous radar data sets and different data formats

Job Responsibilities:
- To manage remote sensing facilities radars, wind profiler.
- Also to conduct/manage observational campaigns to study clouds, convection and precipitation using atmospheric remote sensing facilities. This will involve setup, calibrate, maintain Doppler weather radars and wind profilers.

Post Code – ART-CI-2020-002
Post Name – Project Scientist D (For ART-CI Project) Posting at Silkheda, Sehore (50 km from Bhopal)  No. of posts – 01

Essential Qualification:
- Master’s degree in Meteorology/ Atmospheric Sciences /Physics/ Electronics with at least 60% (or equivalent CGPA) from recognized University / Institute.
- Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Technology in Electronics/ Electronics and Telecommunication, Instrumentation with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.
- Minimum 7 years of experience in Research and Development in the field of Atmospheric Instrumentation and measurements relevant to aerosols, radiation, boundary layer and precipitation as evidenced by publications in the above field.

Desirable Qualification:
- Demonstrated experience in operation, maintenance and calibration of measurement systems relevant to Atmospheric Instrumentation (relevant to aerosols, radiation, boundary layer and precipitation)
- Experience in participation in observational campaigns, data quality control with relevant publications
- PhD in the above subjects mentioned in essential qualification would be desirable.

Job Responsibilities:
- To manage in-situ observing systems (aerosol, radiation, precipitation, land surface-atmosphere interaction measurement facilities)
- Also to conduct/manage observational campaigns to study aerosol, radiation, precipitation and
land-atmosphere interaction processes over testbed site using in-situ and remote sensing instruments. This will involve setup, calibrate, maintain various instruments and measurement facilities relevant to above topics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Code – ART-CI- 2020-003</th>
<th>Post Name – Project Scientist C (For ART-CI Project ) Posting at Silkheda, Sehore Dist (50 km from Bhopal) No. of posts – 04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Essential Qualification:</td>
<td>• Master's degree in Meteorology/Atmospheric Sciences/Physics/ Electronics with at least 60% (or equivalent CGPA) from recognized University / Institute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor's degree in Engineering or Technology in Electronics/ Electronics and Telecommunication, Instrumentation with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Minimum 3 years of experience in Research and Development in i) radar technology or radar remote sensing and its applications to atmospheric studies as evidenced by publications in the above field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desirable Qualification:</td>
<td>• Demonstrated experience in operation, maintenance, calibration and troubleshoot of Doppler weather radars / wind profilers and its utilization in atmospheric studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Experience in handling voluminous radar data sets and different data formats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Experience in radar signal processing, development of radar modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Work experience with various operating systems such as Unix, Linux etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Responsibilities:</td>
<td>• Radar operation, maintenance, calibration and troubleshooting, data quality control, archival of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Wind profilers operation, maintenance, calibration and troubleshooting, data quality control, archival of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• To conduct observational campaigns to study convection, clouds and precipitation in the site using remote sensing facilities such as Doppler weather radars and wind profilers. This will involve setup, calibrate, maintain radars and wind profilers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Code – ART-CI- 2020-004</th>
<th>Post Name – Project Scientist C (For ART-CI Project ) Posting at Silkheda, Sehore Dist (50 km from Bhopal) No. of posts – 03</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Essential Qualification:</td>
<td>• Master’s degree in Meteorology/Atmospheric Sciences/Physics/Electronics with at least 60% (or equivalent CGPA) from recognized University / Institute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Technology in Electronics/ Electronics and Telecommunication, Instrumentation with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Minimum 3 years of experience in Research and Development in i) measurement systems relevant to aerosol (SMPS, APS, CCN, ACSM, AMS, carbonaceous aerosol and aerosol/gaseous chemistry), radiation, precipitation (disdrometer, MRR), land-surface parameters as evidenced by publications in the above field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desirable Qualification:</td>
<td>• Demonstrated experience on aerosol instrumentation (SMPS, APS, CCN, ACSM/AMS), radiation sensors, Precipitation instruments (Disdrometers, MRR, 2DVD), boundary layer measurements (eddy covariance sensors, GHG measurements)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Work experience with various operating systems such as Unix, Linux etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Job Responsibilities:
- Aerosol observing system operation / maintenance, calibration, data quality control, archival of data
- Radiation and boundary layer observing system operation and maintenance, data quality control, archival of data
- Raingauge/ disdrometer operation, maintenance, data quality control, archival of data
- To conduct observational campaigns to study aerosol, precipitation, land-atmosphere interaction in the site using in-situ and remote sensing instruments. This will involve setup, calibrate and maintain various instruments and measurement facilities.

### Post Code – ART-CI-2020-005
Post Name – Project Scientist C (For ART-CI Project ) Posting at Silkheda, Sehore Dist (50 km from Bhopal) No. of posts – 01

**Essential Qualification:**
- Master’s degree in Atmospheric Sciences/Chemistry/ Earth and Environmental Sciences with at least 60% (or equivalent CGPA) from recognized University / Institute.  
- Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Technology in Electronics/Electronics and Telecommunication, Instrumentation with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.
- A minimum of 3 years research experience in the field of Atmospheric Chemistry Instrumentation such as ACSM, AMS, Ion Chromatography, GC/MS etc as evidenced by publications in the above field.

**Desirable Qualification:**
- Research Experience supported by publications in good impact journals would be an added advantage.
- Working knowledge of Atmospheric Chemistry instrumentation (IC, GC/MS, AMS, PTRMS etc)

**Job Responsibilities:**
- The selected candidate has to work on to conduct observational campaigns to understand atmospheric chemistry using in-situ instruments. This will involve setup, calibrate, maintain various instruments aethalometer, EC/OC analyser, Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor etc.

### Post Code – HACPL-2020-001
Post Name – Project Scientist C (For HACPL Project ) ( For HACPL at Mahabaleshwar to be posted at Mahabaleshwar) No. of posts – 01

**Essential Qualification:**
- Master’s degree in Atmospheric Sciences/Meteorology/Physics/Electronics with at least 60% (or equivalent CGPA) from recognized University / Institute.  
- Bachelor’s degree in Engineering or Technology in Electronics/Electronics and Telecommunication or Instrumentation with at least 60% marks from recognized University / Institute.
- A minimum of 3 years research experience in the field of Atmospheric Instrumentation relevant to aerosols, clouds, boundary layer and precipitation as evidenced by publications in the above field.

**Desirable Qualification:**
- Demonstrated experience on aerosol instrumentation (SMPS, APS, CCN/IN, AMS), radiation sensors, Precipitation instruments (Disdrometers)
- Work experience with various operating systems such as Unix, Linux etc.

**Job Responsibilities:**
The selected candidate has to work on to conduct/manage observational campaigns to study aerosol-cloud-precipitation interactions using in-situ and remote sensing instruments. This will involve setup, calibrate, maintain various aerosol instruments, cloud probes, precipitation measuring instruments.